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2020 COLLECTION

French Charm
& Expertise

Setting the
standard

Dear motorhome
enthusiasts,
70 years ago, my father, Constant Rousseau, carpenter and
cabinetmaker, founded the company. When creating his
ﬁrst RV in 1961, he had only one goal: ‘To make something
beautiful for everyone.’
His cheeky, joyful ingenuity, elegant taste and generosity in
his quest to ‘constantly improve’ remain the blueprint for our
creativity, French charm and savoir-faire.
RAPIDO draws its creative spirit from continuously improving
our motorhomes. This allows us to constantly reinvent
ourselves and means that we’re often a market forerunner.
You can see it in the pride each one of our employees takes in
a job well done and through our use of high quality materials.
Along roads and across landscapes, you will experience
wonderful journeys aboard your RAPIDO motorhome.

Pierre Rousseau,
President

Your next trip

starts here

What could be more exciting than starting to think about your next trip?
Exploring new landscapes, sharing new experiences,
embracing new cultures...
All this is possible with your RAPIDO motorhome!
Check out our new catalogue and start dreaming of your next trip.
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Skilled
workers
We are proud of every observation, every idea and every intuition.
But we are particularly proud of every hand involved in creating our vehicles.
Every action that helps make your dreams a reality, through unrivalled precision and proﬁciency.
They are performed by our designers, carpenters, electricians, engineers and more. We are proud of
all our women and men, who are driven to enable you to live your travel dreams and are guided by an
unconditional love of a job well done.
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Renowned
quality
We know that customer satisfaction starts with vehicle build quality. That is why we constantly
train our teams in RAPIDO quality standards.
During the product development phase, we perform
various tests to ensure continuous improvement of our
vehicles. These involve taking our vehicles out on the
test track, confirming their reliability on the road, and
performing cold chamber tests to ensure our models
can be used in all seasons. In fact, our technical solutions
minimising heat loss have been popular with our Nordic
customers and winter sports enthusiasts.
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And we know that no test could ever replace actually
using the vehicle in real life. That is why we also partner
with various long distance journeys during which our
motorhomes travel several thousands of kilometres. The
feedback we get from this real life use provides additional,
valuable information beyond our normally-performed
tests.

What do I love the
most?
Coming across
RAPIDO motorhomes
on the road and being
proud of having
helped to build them.
Tiphanie,
RV Assembler

1.
On the production line, every vehicle is constantly checked
by the operators. Each improvement identified is studied in
order to be applied to all vehicles in question.
When the vehicle reaches the end of the production line,
over 100 operational and visual inspection points are
systematically checked by a dedicated quality inspector.
If a tested item fails to meet our standards,
we go back and correct the problem.

2.
In addition, vehicles chosen at random
from the production line are thoroughly inspected by a
dedicated team. Some are road tested to detect any issues
that only occur when the vehicle is being operated
(noise, vehicle handling, etc.).

3.
Customer satisfaction is everyone’s responsibility,
which is why every RAPIDO employee is asked
to carry out one audit per year.

4.
Lastly, as it leaves the production line
every vehicle passes through a water jet tunnel
to test its seals and enable us
to guarantee our motorhomes’ watertightness
for five years.
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2020

Unmatched
warm style
At RAPIDO our reputation is founded on the unmatched warm atmosphere, that has naturally
been handed down through Constant ROUSSEAU’s expertise as a craftsman, a cabinetmaker
and the company’s founder in 1961.

New DUNA :

New DUNA style (M)

RAPIDO’s joinery work has long been a
benchmark of quality and perfectly symbolises
the company’s values: a blend of modernity
and tradition. The joinery is proof of RAPIDO’s
manufacturing quality: the same care and
attention is lavished on the furniture in each
series, and the varnish is applied by hand. It
is because of these meticulous ﬁnishes that
RAPIDO is well-known throughout the whole of
Europe for the quality of its products.
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- New sleek look
- White gloss overhead cupboard doors
- Horizontal timber lines for a more
modern touch
- Sophisticated style with contrast
interplays
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards

ELEGANCE style (DISTINCTION)

New CASTELLO / ELEGANCE :
- New sleek look
- New style (ELEGANCE)
- New door shape
- New chrome trim and door edging strip
(CASTELLO)
- New moulding underneath overheard
cupboards

CASTELLO style
(6F, 8F, 80dF), new shape
with glossy ﬁnish

New ELEGANCE style
(6F, 8F, 80dF), with solid maple
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Unrivalled
comfort
Here at RAPIDO, we attach great importance to comfort aboard your motorhome. What could be
more enjoyable than luxuriating in the cosy comfort of your motorhome after a long day of strolling
the streets while exploring a new village?
Revel in the comfort of your living room
thanks to the high density resistant foam
selected by RAPIDO and enjoy our new
armrests* for utter relaxation.
These practical armrests are also used in the
new forward-facing conversion. No more need
to carry additional items!

* Except for 855F, 880F.

And to ensure you enjoy a restful
night’s sleep, RAPIDO has selected the
best bedding brands. Our mattresses
all feature BULTEX® foam and sit on an
aluminium bed frame with active slat
base (individual bed suspension pads
in DISTINCTION i10). Slat beds provide
natural ventilation for your mattress,
extending its life and enabling better
air circulation. The active slats mean the
base can match your body movements
and position on the mattress as you
sleep.
And for even greater comfort, RAPIDO
has developed a memory foam
mattress topper (option for Series 6F,
8F, 80dF and M; DISTINCTION Series
EXECUTIVE PACK).
It moulds effectively to your body while
you sleep, creating an enveloping effect
and gently absorbing movements.
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Onboard comfort is directly connected
to the heating in your motorhome. That’s why RAPIDO has
developed a number of technologies, so you can always ﬁnd
one to suit your needs. The TRUMA heating system operates
on gas and electricity (EH option).
Hot air is optimally circulated to the living area through several
air vents.

Watch a video of our GRADE 3
certiﬁcation at

www.rapido.fr

And using our expertise in the ﬁeld of ALDE heating, RAPIDO
has also developed a GRADE 3 certiﬁed high performance
system. The gas boiler feeds a network of pipes
and convectors to create a ﬂow of warm air along the walls.

ALDE heating under
cab seats (depending
on model)

The plate heat exchanger
uses heat from the engine to
heat the ALDE system

Towel rail with rear
convector (i1066 and i1090)

2020 INNOVATION

Independent
bedroom
temperature control

Table leg heater
To ensure a comprehensive,
effective heating system,
RAPIDO has developed a
living room table leg heater.
Connected to the heating
system, the table leg distributes
uniform heat within the living
room. This means you can relax
and take your time enjoying
dinners with friends.
Full cab heating

Standard on 8065dF, 8066dF,
8096dF, i66, i96, M.
Not compatible with telescopic
table leg.

Frost Control:
automatic water system
drainage in case of frost risk

Blown air for faster heating

Diagrams and fittings differ depending on the model.

Full double floor heating
with ventilation grills
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Storage
spaces
Whether through the structure of the vehicle or in the living space,
you’ll always ﬁnd the right storage space.

1

Storage double ﬂoor
Series 80dF, DISTINCTION and M

Large storage volumes easily accessible from
both inside and outside.
Houses the fresh water tanks, gas lines, electrical
cables and heating circuit, freeing up space in
the living area.

3
4

Heated, lit storage double ﬂoor.
Thermal insulation boosted.
Felt covering on parts supporting the double
ﬂoor to minimise friction and therefore
driving noise.
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2

1

2

Internal storage compartments
The living room trapdoors increase the storage
capacity and enable you to easily store your
provisions during your journey (Series 8F).

3

XL storage areas/garages
The maximum height of the storage area
is 126 cm (depending on model). This means that
you could store your bicycle there, for example.
Furthermore, if it’s an electric bike, you can easily
charge it thanks to the 230V outlet located in the
storage area.
Storage area with electric height adjustment
in models with central bed (except 656F, 856F).
Storage area/garage with lowered tray and
left/right opening panels for easy loading
(depending on model).
Heated storage area/garage to avoid heat loss.

4

Storage drawer
Enjoy a large storage drawer
on the front of the central bed
(except 656F and 856F) where
you can store your bulky items.
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Quality
construction
Technical innovation is in our genes
at RAPIDO.
The NOVATECH construction process
guarantees the comfort and longevity
of your motorhome.
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Protection
100% polyester as standard
+ Polyurethane
+ High-tech Gel Coat
=
A winning trio guaranteeing
your motorhome’s longevity.

Intelligent
design
The self-supporting storage areas
(in robust polyurethane for
Series 80dF, DISTINCTION and M)
can hold loads of up to 150 kg
(300 kg for the HEAVY chassis).

Insulation
Styrofoam with high performance
acoustic and thermal insulation.

Watch our video about NOVATECH at

www.rapido.fr
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Designed
for our customers
We discovered motorhome travel
by ﬁtting out a campervan ourselves.
We travelled all around
Switzerland as well as a large
part of Europe! Over time, we got a
handle on our needs and become
proﬁcient in the accessories and
living areas. And over the years,
with improvements in terms of
comfort, we naturally progressed
to buying an A-Class motorhome.
We had had our eye on the
RAPIDO brand for a while as we
loved the innovative character of
its ﬁttings and the quality of its
construction.
In 2004, we stepped aboard the 985
model and drove around Sweden, Norway
and the Netherlands. And of course there were
trips to Switzerland and France - in all seasons!
Our motorhome happily took us to distant lands
in summer and to the mountains in winter. This
enabled us to explore numerous ski resorts and
winter caravan parks in France such as Le Grand
Bornand, Les Saisies, Méribel and even Les Menuires.

In 2017 we bought the new A-Class model:
8096dF. We literally fell head over heels
for this motorhome, with its face-to-face
living room and clearly deﬁned living
spaces. It was well-equipped to start
with, so we simply added a fuel cell for
full autonomy and a satellite dish to stay
connected.

To break in our new vehicle, we decided on a trip to Iceland.
A journey of 3,425 km! A hostile environment with some of the
most active volcanoes in the world. Only Route 1, the Ring Road,
is sealed! The others are gravel roads with unstable verges.
Adventure with a capital ‘A’! Our vehicle was severely tested under
travel conditions that conﬁrmed our RAPIDO’s robustness and
quality construction. We visited many waterfalls, crossed lunar
landscapes, and met a wide variety of inhabitants. And let’s not
forget our amazing encounter with the pufﬁns, the star of the
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Our RAPIDO
motorhome
was the best
hotel for us!

A network
of 155
dealers
RAPIDO’s dealers have been
rigorously selected
for their quality of service.

island’s birds. Our RAPIDO motorhome was the best
hotel for us!
And often the journey is just as interesting as the
destination.

Bernard & Rose-Marie Aeby
baebyphoto.jimdo.com

Updated list of dealers available at
www.rapido.fr
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When choosing
your RAPIDO,

LOW-PROFILE
motorhomes

FIRST SELECT
YOUR LAYOUT

ELECTRIC HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
CENTRAL BED WITH LARGE
STORAGE AREA/GARAGE

SERIE 6F*

SERIE 8F

Low-prof ile models with special FIAT chassis
& extra-wide rear track

A-class models with FIAT chassis
& extra-wide rear track

656F

6,79 m

2020

856F

6,79 m

686F

7,20 m

2020

880F

7,04 m

696F

7,49 m

896F

7,49 m

665F

7,49 m

855F

6,94 m

666F

7,49 m

866F

7,49 m

883F

6,99 m

Not available on 656F or 856F

ALDE AS STANDARD

TWIN BEDS

FULL-WIDTH BED
OVER STORAGE AREA
MAIN DROP-DOWN CAB BED
20

*Drop-down bed available as an option on all Series 6F models

2020

A-CLASS
MODELS

SERIE 80dF

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE M

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis,
extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis,
extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

A-class models with MERCEDES AL-KO chassis,
extra-wide rear track and storage double ﬂoor

8086dF

7,20 m

i86

7,25 m

M96

7,54 m

ALDE AS OPTION

2020

8096dF

7,49 m

i96

7,54 m

M66

7,54 m

ALDE AS OPTION

2020

2020

ALDE AS OPTION

i190

7,99 m

i1090

8065dF

7,49 m

ALDE AS STANDARD

i66

8066dF

7,49 m

ALDE AS OPTION

i165

8,79 m

7,54 m

7,99 m

i1066

8094dF

2020

8,79 m

ALDE AS OPTION

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS STANDARD

ALDE AS STANDARD

7,49 m
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SERIE
6F
Well-being
starts here
Series 6F embodies RAPIDO's know-how
and love of beautiful ﬁnishes - down to
the smallest detail. This series
is generously equipped with standard ﬁttings,
and features redesigned living spaces
ﬂooded with light.
Outside, you can enjoy a stylish motorhome
with low-proﬁle hood and modern exterior
decor.
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

Low-profile models with special FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

656F

2020

NEW
6,79 m x 2,35 m

2+2*

4

2+1 I 2+2**

665F

7,49 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS STANDARD
2+3*

5

Low
beds

2+1 I 2+2+1**

666F

7,49 m x 2,35 m

High
beds
2+2*
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5

2+1 I 2+2**

2020

SERIE 6F

686F

NEW

2+2*

4

SERIE 8F

7,20 m x 2,35 m

2+1 I 2+2**

696F
SERIE 80dF

7,49 m x 2,35 m

5

2+1 I 2+2**

SERIE DISTINCTION

2+2*

New forward-facing
conversion

SERIE M

Simple and easy to do, this
conversion requires no additional
items. Enjoy the bonus of
additional storage space in the
living room bench seats.

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.
** With drop-down bed option.
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Low-profile models with special FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

Standard ﬁttings

100% Polyester
Polyurethane bodywork
With or without
drop-down bed

Construction
100% shock absorption polyester: roof,
side walls and underfloor protection
Floor bodywork in polyurethane
Styrofoam insulation

Bodywork
and openings
Stylish low-profile hood
Opening panoramic roof
Rear bumper with chromium-plated
LED lights
Double glazed living area windows with
polyurethane frame, and cassette blinds
and flyscreen
Large living area door: 540 mm
(models ≥ 7,49 m)

Heating
ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus heating as
standard in 665F
TRUMA Combi 4 heating with CP PLUS
control panel
Anti-crash system so you can drive with
the gas heating on

Storage
Heated garage/storage area
Storage area LED ceiling light rail

Style

Kitchen

CASTELLO furniture:
- New sleek look
- New door shape
- Gloss finish on overhead cupboard
doors
- New chrome trim and door edging
strip
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system

ELEGANCE furniture:
- New sleek look
- New style
- New door shape
- Overhead cupboard doors with solid
maple mouldings
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system
TEP* cab edging strip with RAPIDO
embroidery and double stitching
100% LED ambient ligh ting in living
room, kitchen and bedroom
New laminate surface on kitchen
worktop and living room table

Living room
High density resistant foam on living
room bench seats
Height-adjustable headrests
(forward-facing bench seat)
New forward-facing conversion face-toface living room bench seats
Living room bench seat armrest
Easy movement around the living room
(no raised floor)
21” flat screen TV unit

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
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Kitchen drawers with glossy white,
rounded fronts
Kitchen with soft-closing
and central locking drawers
Worktop extension
Suspended backlit kitchen window
finish
Lighting under the worktop
Large 149-litre AES fridge
(686F and 656F: 142-litre)
Stainless steel stove top with 2 burners,
black independent covers and piezo
ignition (option 3 burners)
Rectangular stainless steel sink
Chromed brass kitchen tap with
ceramic cartridge
Backlit spice rack
Backlit kitchen roll holder

Bathroom
Glossy white cupboard door
Thermoformed rectangular basin with
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
(except 656F)
Shower column with slate grey
Plexiglas finish
Concealing skylight with flyscreen
Chrome finish bathroom accessories
Clothes drying rack
New toilet (except 656F)
Quick-clean thermoformed toilet
cassette compartment
(except 656F, 665F)

For the complete list of fittings, please refer to the technical manual.

SERIE 6F
1,93 m

Electric drop-down bed
available as an option
on all models

696F

SERIE 8F

Finish under drop-down bed
with direct and indirect lighting
Incorporated in the living area style
Privacy curtain
Storage net
Slat base and BULTEX® foam mattress
Height under drop-down bed: 1.93 m
65cm to 85cm clearance between
the top of the mattress and the ceiling

SERIE 80dF

65-85 cm

Bedroom
Permanent bed with aluminium base
frame and active slats
Permanent bed with highly durable
BULTEX® foam mattress
Retractable central bed base
(686F and 696F)
Bevelled central bed wardrobe with
generous storage capacity (686F and
696F)
Curved bedside table by central bed for
easier access to storage (686F, 696F)
Storage drawer at the foot of central
bed (686F and 696F)
Side backlit storage alcoves with 12 V
outlet (686F and 696F)
Second TV space in bedroom with 12V/
coaxial/HDMI wiring

Driver’s air bag
Central locking on cab
and living area doors
‘Coming-home’ mode with automatic
awning light

696F

SELECT PACK (option)
For even more fittings:
Rear view camera with night vision
KENWOOD® multimedia centre
with 6.2” screen
Passenger air bag
Cruise control with speed limiter
ESC with ASR (traction control),
ROM (roll over mitigation) and
hill start assistance
Electric de-frosting wing mirrors
Height-adjustable cab seats
Thermal flap blinds for cab doors
and runner blinds for windscreen
Living area door with 2-point
locking, fixed window and
inbuilt bin

Living area door flyscreen
Living area speakers
Built-in cooker hood with LED
lighting
Automatic Duo Control gas inverter

SERIE M

Cab fittings
New cup holders
Manual cab air conditioning
Cab doors with electric windows
TOUCH reading spotlight in cab
Easy-clean flooring for cab/living area
connection

SERIE DISTINCTION

Base vehicle fittings
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Low-profile models with special FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

656F

656F

28

686F

6 86 F

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

6 86 F
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SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

Low-profile models with special FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

666F

30

666F

6 6 5F

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

6 6 5F
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SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

Low-profile models with special FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

696F
A model enhanced
by ﬁttings exclusive
to the
Premium Edition ﬁnish
In addition to those that come as standard on Series 6F.

Large open living room with face-to-face seating
Permanent XXL bed: 160 x 196 cm
Additional storage spaces in the
living room bench seats
iNet: remotely control your
heating system
PREMIUM exterior decor
Cab in metallic iron grey
Glossy black grill
15” light alloy FIAT rims
Special TEP* upholstery: PARIS**
Folding table
Living room skylight with backlit Plexiglas finish
TEP* finish bedroom skylight with LED lights

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Other upholsteries available.
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

SERIE
8F
French
charm in a
motorhome
With Series 8F, the art of living has never been
so alluring. In this series, you can enjoy one of
the customisable RAPIDO A-Class models.
Get ready to be charmed by a motorhome
where the chic interior combines with a
stylish look enhanced by the curvy front.
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

855F
6,94 m x 2,35 m

High
beds
2+2*

856F

5

2+2 I 2+1**

2020

NEW
6,79 m x 2,35 m

2+2*

4

2+2 I 2+1**

866F

7,49 m x 2,35 m

High
beds
2+2*
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5

2+2 I 2+1**

SERIE 6F

880F

2+2*

5

SERIE 8F

7,04 m x 2,35 m

2+2 I 2+1**

883F
SERIE 80dF

6,99 m x 2,35 m

5

2+2 I 2+1**

SERIE DISTINCTION

2+2*

896F

2+2*

5

SERIE M

7,49 m x 2,35 m

2+2 I 2+1**

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.
** With option of no cab bed.
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A-class models with FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

Standard fittings

100% Polyester
Polyurethane bodywork
Internal storage
compartments

Construction
100% shock absorption polyester:
roof, side walls and underfloor
protection
Floor bodywork in polyurethane
Styrofoam insulation

Bodywork
and openings
Streamlined front with
LED day running lights
Rear bumper with chromium-plated
LED lights
Wraparound panoramic wide-angle
windscreen
Double glazed living area windows with
polyurethane frame, and cassette blinds
and flyscreen
Electric living area entry step
Large living area door: 540 mm
(models ≥ 7.49 m)

Heating
TRUMA Combi 6 heating with CP PLUS
control panel
Anti-crash system so you can drive with
the gas heating on

Storage
Internal underfloor
storage compartments
Heated garage/storage area
Storage area LED ceiling light rail

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
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Style

Kitchen

CASTELLO furniture:
- New sleek look
- New door shape
- Gloss finish on overhead cupboard
doors
- New chrome trim and door edging
strip
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system

ELEGANCE furniture:
- New sleek look
- New style
- New door shape
- Overhead cupboard doors
with solid maple mouldings
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system
Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP*
design
Cab bed skirt with embroidered
RAPIDO pattern
100% LED ambient lighting in living
room, kitchen and bedroom
New laminate surface on kitchen
worktop and living room table

Living room
High density resistant foam on living
room bench seats
Height-adjustable headrests
(forward-facing bench seat)
New forward-facing conversion in
face-to-face living room bench seats
Living room bench seat armrest (except
for 855F, 880F)
Easy movement around the living room
(no raised floor)
21” flat screen TV unit

Kitchen drawers with glossy white,
rounded fronts
Kitchen with soft-closing and central
locking drawers
Worktop extension
Suspended backlit kitchen window
finish
Lighting under the worktop
Large 149-litre AES fridge
(856F: 142-litre; 855F: 135-litre)
Stainless steel stove top with 2 burners,
black independent covers and piezo
ignition (option 3 burners)
Rectangular stainless steel sink
Chromed brass kitchen tap with
ceramic cartridge
Backlit spice rack
Backlit kitchen roll holder

Bathroom
Glossy white cupboard door
(except 883F)
Thermoformed rectangular basin with
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
(866F, 880F and 896F)
Shower column with slate grey
Plexiglas finish
Concealing skylight
with flyscreen
Chrome finish bathroom accessories
Clothes drying rack
New toilet (except 856F)
Quick-clean thermoformed toilet
cassette compartment (except 856F)

For the complete list of fittings, please refer to the technical manual.

SERIE 6F
Thermal sliding, dual-pleat windscreen blind - SELECT PACK
SERIE 8F

Up/down (sunshade)
Down/up (privacy screen)

Internal storage
compartment
Living room hatch for accessing the
storage space from the interior.

Base vehicle
fittings

SERIE 80dF

Bedroom

External sliding storage
drawer
With lock.
Exclusive option for Series 8F.

New forward-facing
conversion

Driver’s air bag
Coach-style wing mirrors in white
Central locking on driver’s
and living area doors
‘Coming-home’ mode with automatic
awning light and electric entry step

Simple and easy to do, this
conversion requires no additional
items. Enjoy the bonus of
additional storage space in the
living room bench seats.

SERIE DISTINCTION

Permanent bed with aluminium base
frame and active slats
Permanent bed with highly durable
BULTEX® foam mattress
Retractable central bed base
(880F and 896F)
Bevelled central bed wardrobe with
generous storage capacity
(880F and 896F)
Curved bedside table by central bed
for easier access to storage
Storage drawer at the foot of central
bed (880F and 896F)
Side backlit storage alcoves with 12 V
outlet (880F and 896F)
Second TV space in bedroom with 12V/
coaxial/HDMI wiring

Cab
fittings

SELECT PACK (option)
For even more fittings:
Rear view camera with night vision
KENWOOD® multimedia centre
with 6.2” screen
Passenger air bag
Cruise control with speed limiter
ESC with ASR (traction control),
ROM (roll over mitigation) and
hill start assistance
Electric de-frosting wing mirrors
Height-adjustable cab seats
Thermal sliding, dual-pleat
windscreen blind: up/down
(sunshade) and down/up (privacy
screen)

Living area door with 2-point
locking, fixed window and inbuilt
bin
Living area door flyscreen
Speakers in the living area
Built-in cooker hood
with LED lighting
Automatic Duo Control gas inverter

SERIE M

Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat
base and BULTEX® foam mattress
New cup holders
Manual cab air conditioning
Driver’s door with electric window
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A-class models with FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

856F

40

8 56 F

856 F

SERIE M

856 F

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

856 F
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SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

896F

896F
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880F

880F

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

880F
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SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT chassis & extra-wide rear track

866F

866F

44

883 F

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

855F
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SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

SERIE
80dF
Storage double
ﬂoor:
a privilege
for all
The RAPIDO full-width storage double ﬂoor is
innovative with its external access and wide
openings which enable you to store a folding
table and chairs.
It also boasts all the advantages
of a technical double ﬂoor including an
insulated fresh water tank,
which optimises the interior layout and
provides a generous amount of living space.
The ﬂat ﬂoor throughout the vehicle boosts
this feeling of spaciousness.
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

8065dF
7,49 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS STANDARD
2+2*

5

Low
beds

2+2 I 2+1**

8066dF

7,49 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS OPTION
2+2*

8086dF

2020

2+2*

48

5

High
beds

2+2 I 2+1**

NEW
7,20 m x 2,35 m

4

2+2 I 2+1**

SERIE 6F

8094dF

2+2*

5+5

SERIE 8F

7,49 m x 2,35 m

2+2 I 2+1**

8096dF
SERIE 80dF

7,49 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS OPTION
5

2+2 I 2+1**

SERIE DISTINCTION

2+2*

Thermal sliding, dual-pleat windscreen blind - SELECT PACK +

SERIE M

Up/down (sunshade)
Down/up (privacy screen)

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.
** With option of no cab bed.
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A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

Standard ﬁttings

100% Polyester
Polyurethane bodywork
Storage double floor

Construction
100% shock absorption polyester: roof,
side walls and underfloor protection
Floor bodywork in polyurethane
Storage area in robust polyurethane
AL-KO chassis with independent
suspension
Styrofoam insulation
NOVABOX: Better access to service area

Bodywork
and openings
Streamlined front with
LED day running lights
Rear bumper with chromium-plated
LED lights
Wraparound panoramic wide-angle
windscreen
Double glazed living area window with
polyurethane frame (except left rear
window on 8094dF) and cassette blinds
and flyscreen
Electric living area entry step
Living area entry step backlighting turns
on when door opens
Large living area door: 540 mm
(models ≥ 7,49 m)

Heating
ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus heating
(option on 8066dF and 8096dF;
standard on 8065dF)
TRUMA Combi 6 heating with CP PLUS
control panel
Heating distributed via the living room
table leg (8065dF, 8066dF and 8096dF except telescopic leg)
TRUMA windscreen heating duct to
remove condensation
(not compatible with WEBASTO)
Anti-crash system so you can drive
with the gas heating on
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Storage
Full-width storage double floor with
internal and external access
Heated, lit double floor
Heated garage/storage area
Storage area LED ceiling light rail

Style
CASTELLO furniture:
- New sleek look
- New door shape
- Gloss finish on overhead cupboard
doors
- New chrome trim and door edging
strip
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system

ELEGANCE furniture:
- New sleek look
- New style
- New door shape
- Overhead cupboard doors with solid
maple mouldings
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system
Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP*
design and LED lights
Cab bed skirt with embroidered
RAPIDO pattern
100% LED ambient lighting in living
room, kitchen and bedroom
New laminate surface on kitchen
worktop and living room table

Living room
High density resistant foam on living
room bench seats
New forward-facing conversion in faceto-face living room bench seats
Living room bench seat armrest
Easy movement around the living room
(no raised floor)
21” flat screen TV unit

Kitchen
Kitchen drawers with glossy white,
rounded fronts
Kitchen with soft-closing
and central locking drawers
Worktop extension
Suspended backlit kitchen window
finish
Lighting under the worktop
Large 149-litre AES fridge
(8086dF: 142-litre)
Stainless steel stove top with 2 burners,
black independent covers and piezo
ignition (option 3 burners)
Rectangular stainless steel sink
Chromed brass kitchen tap with
ceramic cartridge
Backlit spice rack
Backlit kitchen roll holder

Bathroom
Glossy white cupboard door
Thermoformed rectangular basin with
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
Shower column with slate grey
Plexiglas finish
Concealing skylight with flyscreen
Chrome finish bathroom accessories
Clothes drying rack
New toilet
Quick-clean thermoformed
toilet cassette compartment
(except 8065dF)

SERIE 6F

Storage double floor

SERIE 8F

Maximised full-width storage space,
accessible from both inside and outside
the vehicle
Heated, lit double floor
Insulated/heated fresh water/waste
water tanks
Flat living area floor, without steps
Greater acoustic insulation
Thermal insulation, helping maintain
a pleasant ambient temperature
in the living area
Storage space freed up in the living area
(all the technical components are contained
in the double floor)
Lowered centre of gravity
for optimal stability
TITAN high resistance interior cladding
for greater longevity

New forward-facing
conversion

Base vehicle
fittings

Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat
base and BULTEX® foam mattress
New cup holders
Manual cab air conditioning
Driver’s door with electric window
LITHIUM - SUPER B READY in-house
battery wiring

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.

SERIE DISTINCTION

Cab fittings

Simple and easy to do, this
conversion requires no additional
items. Enjoy the bonus of
additional storage space in the
living room bench seats.

SELECT PACK + (option)
For even more fittings:
Rear view camera with night vision
KENWOOD® multimedia centre
with 6.2” screen
Passenger air bag
Cruise control with speed limiter
ESC with ASR (traction control),
ROM (roll over mitigation) and hill
start assistance
Traction+ with Hill Descent Control
Electric de-frosting wing mirrors
Height-adjustable cab seats
Thermal sliding, dual-pleat
windscreen blind: up/down
(sunshade) and down/up (privacy
screen)

Driver’s door with 2-point locking
Living area door with 2-point
locking, fixed window and
inbuilt bin
Living area door flyscreen
Speakers in the living area
Built-in cooker hood with
LED lighting
Automatic Duo Control gas
inverter

SERIE M

Driver’s air bag
Coach-style wing mirrors
in white
Central locking on driver’s
and living area doors
‘Coming-home’ mode with automatic
awning light and electric entry step
2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

SERIE 80dF

Bedroom
Permanent bed with aluminium base
frame and active slats
Permanent bed with highly durable
BULTEX® foam mattress
Retractable central bed base
(8086dF and 8096dF)
Bevelled central bed wardrobe with
generous storage capacity
Curved bedside table by central bed
for easier access to storage
Storage drawer at the
foot of central bed
Side backlit storage alcoves with 12 V
outlet (only on models with a central
bed)
Second TV space in bedroom with
12V/coaxial/HDMI wiring

For the complete list of fittings, please refer
to the technical manual.
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A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

8086 dF
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8086 dF

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

8086 dF
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SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

8094 dF
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809 4 dF

SERIE M

809 4 dF

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

806 5dF
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SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

8066dF 8096dF
Two models enhanced
by ﬁttings exclusive
to the
Premium Edition ﬁnish
In addition to those that come as standard on the 80dF Series.

Large open living room with face-to-face seating
Permanent XXL bed: 160 x 196 cm (8096dF)
Additional storage spaces in the
living room bench seats
iNet: remotely control your heating system
Heating distributed via the living room table leg
(except telescopic leg)
PREMIUM exterior decor
15” light alloy SCORPION rims
Special TEP* upholstery: PARIS**
Folding table
Living room skylight with backlit Plexiglas finish
TEP* finish bedroom skylight with LED lights

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Other upholsteries available.

8096dF

56

8066dF

809 6 dF
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

SERIE
DISTINCTION
A design with
even more
French style
DISTINCTION’s innovative technology
makes it stand out from the crowd: streamlined
grill, storage double ﬂoor, 100% polyester
bodywork, 100% polyurethane-strengthened
panels, 30 mm Styrofoam insulation
and more.
And inside you will ﬁnd a yacht-style
interior with quality, modern furniture
and a luxury cab with top-stitched
dashboard.
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

i66

7,54 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS STANDARD
2+2*

i86

2+2*

2+2 I 2+1**

5

2020

High
beds

NEW

4

7,25 m x 2,35 m

2+2 I 2+1**

i96

7,54 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS OPTION
2+2*

5

2+2 I 2+1**

Thermal sliding, dual-pleat windscreen blind EXECUTIVE PACK
Up/down (sunshade)
Down/up (privacy screen)
60

SERIE 6F

i165

7,99 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS STANDARD
7

2+2+2 I 2+2**

i190

SERIE 8F

2+3*

Low
beds

7,99 m x 2,35 m

2+3*

7

SERIE 80dF

ALDE AS STANDARD
2+2+2 I 2+2**

i1066

ALDE AS STANDARD
2+3*

7

SERIE DISTINCTION

8,79 m x 2,35 m

High
beds

2+2+1

i1090

SERIE M

8,79 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS STANDARD
2+3*

7

2+2+1

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.
** With option of no cab bed.
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A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

Standard ﬁttings
100% Polyester
100% Polyurethane bodywork
Full-cover roof
Storage double floor

Construction
100% shock absorption polyester: roof,
side walls and underfloor protection
Full-cover roof
Bodywork (roof, panels and floor):
100% polyurethane
Storage area in robust polyurethane
AL-KO chassis with independent
suspension
30 mm Styrofoam insulation
NOVABOX: Better access to service area

Bodywork
and openings
Rounded exterior design
New streamlined grill
Black headlight rims
Designer rear pillars
PREMIUM exterior decor
Double glazed living area windows
with polyurethane frame and cassette
non-woven blinds and flyscreen
Living area door with 2-point locking,
fixed window and inbuilt bin
Large living area door: 540 mm (i66, i96)
XL living area door: 625 mm
(i165, i190, i1066 and i1090)
Electric living area entry step
Living area entry step backlighting turns
on when door opens (except i1066 and
i1090)
Storage area handles/compression
handles flush with doors

Heating
ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus central
heating (optional for i96; standard
for i66, i165, i190, i1066 and i1090)
ALDE heating under left cab seat
(only available with ALDE heating)
TRUMA Combi 6 EH (gas and
electricity) heating with CP PLUS
control panel (i86 and i96)
Heating distributed via the living room
table leg (i66, i96 - except telescopic
leg)
iNet: remotely control your heating
system
TRUMA windscreen heating duct
(not compatible with WEBASTO)
Automatic gas inverter with anti-crash
system

Storage
Full-width storage double floor with
internal and external access
Heated, lit double floor
Heated garage/storage area
Storage area LED ceiling light rail

Style
White gloss overhead cupboard doors
Kitchen/living room suspended rack
with ELEGANCE varnished solid wood
mouldings or CASTELLO lacquered
mouldings
CASTELLO furniture modern,
bright style
New ELEGANCE furniture style,
sophisticated and inviting
Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP*
design and LED lights
Cab bed skirt with embroidered
RAPIDO pattern
TEP* covered bedroom skylight with
LED lights (Plexiglas finish on i1066
and i1090)
100% LED ambient lighting in living
room, kitchen and bedroom
Living room and bedroom indirect
lighting dimmer
Soft touch ceiling fabric
New laminate surface on kitchen
worktop (except i1066 and i1090)
and living room table

Storage double floor
Maximised full-width storage space,
accessible from both inside and outside
the vehicle
Heated, lit double floor
Insulated/heated fresh water/waste
water tanks
Flat living area floor, without steps
Greater acoustic insulation
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Thermal insulation, helping maintain a
pleasant ambient temperature in the
living area
Storage space freed up in the living
area (all the technical components are
contained in the double floor)
Lowered centre of gravity for optimal
stability
TITAN high resistance interior cladding
for greater longevity

Bathroom
Glossy white cupboard door
Thermoformed rectangular basin with
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
Concealing skylight
with flyscreen
Chrome finish bathroom accessories
Clothes drying rack
New toilet
Quick-clean thermoformed
toilet cassette compartment
(except i165)

Driver and passenger air bags
Cruise control with speed limiter
ECO PACK: Stop & Start and 200 Amp
smart alternator (i165, i190, i1066 and
i1090)
Coach-style wing mirrors:
electric, defrosting, dual-view mirrors
(Fixed wide angle lens)/ two-tone
LED day running lights
Central locking on driver’s
and living area doors
‘Coming-home’ mode with automatic
awning light and electric entry step
2nd remote keyless entry control (RKE)

Cab fittings
AGUTI swivel cab seats in fabric
matching the living area
Assisted foldaway cab bed with slat
base and BULTEX® foam mattress
(electric jack on i165, i190, i1066 and
i1090)
Dashboard finish with white stitching
on leather-style yokes
New cup holders
Manual cab air conditioning
Driver’s door with sequential electric
windows

Living area fittings
LITHIUM - SUPER B READY battery
wiring
Living area door flyscreen
New external shower with hot and cold
water
Waste water drainage with electric valve
control in the storage area

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.

SERIE 6F
SERIE 8F
New forward-facing
conversion
Simple and easy to do, this
conversion requires no additional
items. Enjoy the bonus of
additional storage space in the
living room bench seats.

SERIE 80dF

Base vehicle
fittings

EXECUTIVE PACK
(option)

For even
more fittings:
Rear view camera with night
vision
KENWOOD® multimedia centre
with 6.2” screen
IBS: display showing the
remaining battery time left
Driver’s door with
2-point locking
Memory foam mattress topper
on permanent bed
Leather steering wheel
and gear knob
KENWOOD® radio controls
on steering wheel
Radio remote control (on/off,
volume and stations) from
the bed
Thermal sliding, dual-pleat
windscreen blind:
up/down (sunshade) and
down/up (privacy screen)
ESC with ASR (traction control),
ROM (roll over mitigation) and
hill start assistance
Traction+ with Hill Descent
Control
Fog lights
Stabilising jacks
Chrome-ringed instruments

SERIE DISTINCTION

Kitchen
Kitchen drawers with glossy white,
rounded fronts
Kitchen with soft-closing
and central locking drawers
Worktop extension and
chopping board
Suspended backlit kitchen
window finish
Lighting under the worktop
Large 160-litre AES fridge
(i86: 142-litre; i1066 and i1090: 190-litre)
TEC-Tower: refrigerator/oven combo
(i165, i190, i1066 and i1090)
Stainless steel stove top with 2 burners,
black independent covers and piezo
ignition (option 3 burners)
Rectangular stainless steel sink
Built-in cooker hood with LED lighting
Removable serving hatch shelf between
the kitchen and living room (forwardfacing bench seat)
Backlit spice rack
Backlit kitchen roll holder
(except i1066 and i1090)

Bedroom
Permanent bed with aluminium base
frame and active slats
Permanent bed with highly durable
BULTEX® foam mattress
Retractable central bed base
(i86, i96 and i190)
Electric height-adjustable central bed
(30cm) with large storage area/garage
Central bed wardrobe with two-tone
door and chrome trim
Sliding central bed wardrobe
hanging rail
Curved bedside table by central bed
with inbuilt LED diffuser for easier
access to storage
Storage drawer at the foot
of central bed
Side backlit storage alcoves with USB
plugs and 12 V outlet (only on models
with a central bed)
Second TV space in bedroom with 12V/
coaxial/HDMI wiring

SERIE M

Living room
High density resistant foam on living
room bench seats
New forward-facing conversion in faceto-face living room bench seats
Living room upholstery: contemporary
design, optimal comfort and Heightadjustable headrests (forward-facing
bench seat)
Living room bench seat armrest
Storage drawer under seat bench
(i165, i190, i1066 and i1090)
Curtains and net curtains on backlit
rods
Easy movement around the living room
(no raised floor)
21” flat screen TV unit

For the complete list of fittings, please refer
to the technical manual.
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A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

i66

64

i6 6

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

i6 6

i6 6
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SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

i86

i86

66

i1 9 0

i16 5

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

i19 0
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SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

i96
A model enhanced
by ﬁttings exclusive
to the Premium Edition
ﬁnish
In addition to those that come as standard on the DISTINCTION Series.

Large open living room with face-to-face seating
Permanent XXL bed: 160 x 196 cm
Electric height-adjustable central bed (30cm)
with large storage area/garage
Additional storage spaces in the
living room bench seats
iNet: remotely control your heating system
Heating distributed via the living room table leg
(except telescopic leg)
PREMIUM exterior decor
15” light alloy SCORPION rims
Special TEP* upholstery: PARIS**
Folding table
Living room skylight with backlit Plexiglas finish
TEP* finish bedroom skylight with LED lights

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
** Other upholsteries available.
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i9 6
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO tag axle chassis and storage double floor

Exclusive

i1066 & i1090

Standard ﬁttings

100% Polyester
100% Polyurethane bodywork
Full-cover roof
Storage double floor
Tag axle

Construction
XL ceiling height: 2.08m
in the living room and 1.98m
in the bedroom
Full XHP insulation of chassis parts
in the double floor

Bodywork
and openings
Exclusive grille
Moulded rear connector
Carbon-inspired PREMIUM side
exterior decor
Aluminium side skirt line
XL gas cylinder box door:
easy access to cylinders

Heating
ALDE heating under cab seats
Large capacity ALDE expansion tank
Fresh and waste water tanks built into
the heated double floor

* Operates on 230 V only.
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Storage

Kitchen

XL storage double floor
External sliding drawer built into
the storage double floor
Hinged internal
storage trapdoors
Living area step shoe storage trapdoor
Large wardrobe with extra drawer
(i1066)
Extra bedroom wardrobe
(i1090)

Living room
Electric TV unit built into right side
bench seat
Heated cloakroom with rail
for coats
Heated shoe cupboard

Kitchen window cladding with inbuilt
backlit storage
Stylish kitchen worktop finish with
backlighting and inbuilt drainer
2-burner glass stove top
with piezzo ignition and 1 induction
burner (1400W)*
Rectangular stainless steel sink
Brass kitchen tap with ceramic
cartridge and spray nozzle
Electric central locking drawers
Sliding wire basket and towel rail
Nespresso® KRUPS INISSIA coffee
maker space*
TEC-Tower: 190 litre refrigerator
and oven combo

Bathroom
Stylish basin countertop finish
Towel rail with rear convectors
XL shower cubicle with
double glass door
Teak-style shower duckboard
Concealing skylight
with flyscreen
Thermoformed rectangular basin with
wall-mounted brass mixer tap and
ceramic cartridge

For the complete list of fittings, please refer to the technical manual.

SERIE 6F
SERIE 8F
Base vehicle
fittings
100% LED front lights (option)
Independent rear wheel tag axle
(AL-KO)

Permanent XXL bed: 160 x 198 cm (i1090)
Electric height-adjustable central bed (30cm) with large storage area/garage
iNet: remotely control your heating system
PREMIUM exterior decor
16” light alloy SCORPION rims
Special TEP** upholstery: PARIS***
Folding table
Living room skylight with backlit Plexiglas finish
Bedroom skylight with backlit Plexiglas covering

SERIE DISTINCTION

Bedroom
Electrically-adjustable reclining
headboard on permanent bed
Permanent bed with aluminium base
frame, individual bed suspension pads
24” TV unit with HDMI
wiring

SERIE 80dF

Fittings exclusive
to the Premium Edition ﬁnish

** TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.
*** Other upholsteries available.

Cab fittings

Living area fittings
Fresh and waste water drainage
with electric valve controlled from
the service area
90Ah SUPER B EPSILON
LITHIUM living-area battery

EXECUTIVE PACK (option)
For even more fittings:
Dual-view reversing camera
with control screen built into
the dashboard
KENWOOD® multimedia centre
with 6.2” screen
IBS: display showing the remaining
battery time left
Driver’s door with 2-point locking
Memory foam mattress topper on
permanent bed
Leather steering wheel and gear knob
KENWOOD® radio controls on
steering wheel
Radio remote control (on/off,
volume and stations) from the bed

Electric thermal sliding
dual-pleat windscreen blind:
up/down (sunshade)
and down/up (privacy screen)
ESC with ASR (traction control),
ROM (roll over mitigation)
and hill start assistance
Traction+ with Hill Descent Control
Fog lights
Stabilising jacks
Chrome-ringed instruments

SERIE M

Electric assisted foldaway cab bed
with slat base and BULTEX®
foam mattress
Double-glazed side windows in cab
(except driver’s door)
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A-class models with FIAT AL-KO tag axle chassis and storage double floor

i1090
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i109 0

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

i109 0
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SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with FIAT AL-KO tag axle chassis and storage double floor
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i1090

i1 0 9 0

i1090

i1 0 9 0

SERIE M

i109 0
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SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

SERIE
M
A perfect blend
of innovation
and charm
Inspired by our most stunning models,
our new M Series signals the return
of the MERCEDES SPRINTER for RAPIDO.
Featuring two layout options (XXL central
bed and twin beds), it will win your heart
with its premium ﬁttings and instantly
recognisable style. M Series boasts
a distinctive streamlined front, exclusive
interior style and car-inspired dashboard.
When you choose an M Series, you are
guaranteed to travel under a lucky star.
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SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with MERCEDES AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

M66

2020

NEW
7,54 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS OPTION
2+2*

M96

5

2020

High
beds

2+2

NEW
7,54 m x 2,35 m

ALDE AS OPTION
2+2*

5

2+2

Thermal sliding, dual-pleat windscreen blind - M PACK
Up/down (sunshade)
Down/up (privacy screen)
* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.
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SERIE 6F

A new generation
of A-Class models
M Series is the newest addition to the RAPIDO range.
This successful outcome is the result of lengthy development work and a close partnership
with MERCEDES, and sits on the new MERCEDES SPRINTER chassis.

143 hp 2.2 litre engine
as standard

SERIE 8F

Full-width storage double floor with
interior and exterior access
Heated, lit double floor

SERIE 80dF

Storage area in robust
polyurethane

Reinforced front axle
suspension

Flat living area floor for
more ease of movement

SERIE DISTINCTION

New MERCEDES SPRINTER base vehicle
(traction version) combined with an AL-KO chassis

The AL-KO chassis offers unparalleled
handling and driving comfort.
Its design boosts your safety
thanks to its robust chassis and
independent suspension.

Storage double floor

SERIE M

Maximised full-width storage space, accessible from both inside and outside
the vehicle
Heated, lit double floor
Insulated/heated fresh water/waste water tanks
Flat living area floor, without steps
Greater acoustic insulation
Thermal insulation, helping maintain a pleasant ambient temperature
in the living area
Storage space freed up in the living area (all the technical components
are contained in the double floor)
Lowered centre of gravity for optimal stability
TITAN high resistance interior cladding for greater longevity
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A-class models with MERCEDES AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

Exceptional design
From outside, the M Series models will charm you with their automotive look.
Their front completely embodies the perfect blend of MERCEDES luxury and RAPIDO expertise.
Their rear is also unique and features designer pillars.

Exclusive exterior
decor

Exclusive rear connector
Designer rear pillars
with inbuilt tail light unit
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Streamlined front with
LED day running lights
Elegant, sporty
grill

SERIE 6F

Step into the M Series universe

SERIE 8F

By choosing an M Series model, you are guaranteed the best in technology and an exceptional
chassis, delivering an unrivalled driving experience.

Height- and angle-adjustable
multi-function steering wheel*

The MBUX multimedia system with its 10.25” touch screen has
everything you need in terms of information, entertainment, navigation
and communication in your vehicle. The screen also displays the
reversing camera image.

The multi-function steering wheel lets you comfortably control
the onboard computer, vehicle functions and multimedia systems
without taking your hands off the wheel.

9G TRONIC
automatic gearbox (option)

KEYLESS
START *

The nine gears let you drive at low RPM, reducing fuel consumption
and resulting in a more pleasant noise level. The beautifully designed
gear changes are almost imperceptible.

The KEYLESS START authorisation system lets you start your engine
without using a key, simply by pressing the start button and the clutch
or brake pedal. This also manages the Stop & Start function.

Driving assistance
Your M Series RAPIDO features the best in technology
to ensure you enjoy the best driving experience possible:

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

MERCEDES MBUX 10.25” *
multimedia system

Electric parking brake*
ABS (anti-lock brake system), ASR (traction control), EBV (electronic
braking variator) and ESP (electronic stability programme)
Hill start assistance
TEMPOMAT cruise control with speed limiter

SERIE M

Automatic headlights*
Stability system in the event of cross winds*
Automatic tyre pressure monitoring (option)

*M Pack
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A-class models with MERCEDES AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

Standard ﬁttings

100% Polyester
Polyurethane bodywork
Storage double floor

Construction
100% shock absorption polyester:
roof, side walls and underfloor
protection
Floor bodywork in polyurethane
Storage area in robust polyurethane
AL-KO chassis with independent
suspension
Styrofoam insulation
NOVABOX: Better access to service area

* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.

Bodywork
and openings

Heating

Streamlined front with
LED day running lights
Elegant, sporty grill
Structured grey headlight rims
Exclusive exterior decor
Exclusive rear connector
Designer rear pillars with inbuilt tail
light unit
Double glazed living area windows
with polyurethane frame and cassette
non-woven blinds and flyscreen
Wraparound panoramic wide-angle
windscreen
Electric living area entry step
Living area entry step backlighting turns
on when door opens
Living area with 2-point locking,
fixed window and inbuilt bin
Large living area door: 540 mm

ALDE Arctic Comfort Plus heating
as option
TRUMA Combi 6 heating with CP PLUS
control panel
Heating distributed via the living room
table leg
iNet: remotely control your heating
system
Additional MERCEDES heating
(if ALDE)
TRUMA windscreen heating duct
to remove condensation
(not compatible with WEBASTO)
Automatic gas inverter with anti-crash
system

Storage
Full-width storage double floor with
internal and external access
Heated, lit double floor
Heated garage/storage area
Storage area LED ceiling light rail

For the complete list of fittings, please refer to the technical manual.

New forward-facing
conversion
Simple and easy to do, this conversion
requires no additional items. Enjoy the
bonus of additional storage space in the
living room bench seats.
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Living room
High density resistant foam on living
room bench seats
New forward-facing conversion
face-to-face living room bench seats
Living room bench seat armrest
Easy movement around the living room
(no raised floor)
21” flat screen TV unit

Bedroom
Permanent bed with aluminium base
frame and active slats
Permanent bed with highly durable
BULTEX® foam mattress
Retractable central bed base
Electric height-adjustable central bed
(30 cm) with large storage area/garage
Permanent XXL bed: 160 x 198 cm (M96)
Backlit headboard with TEP* finish
Central bed wardrobe with two-tone
door and chrome trim
Curved bedside table by central bed
for easier access to storage
Storage drawer at the foot
of central bed
Side backlit storage alcoves with USB
plugs and 12 V outlet (M96)
Second TV space in bedroom with
12 V/coaxial/HDMI wiring

SERIE 6F

Base vehicle
fittings
ESP: electronic stability programme
MERCEDES engine compartment
insulation and cladding under
engine
Stop & Start
Hill start assistance
Driver and passenger air bags
TEMPOMAT cruise control
with speed limiter
Coach-style wing mirrors:
electric, defrosting, dual-view
mirrors (fixed wide angle lens)/
two-tone
Central locking on driver’s
and living area doors
‘Coming-home’ mode with
automatic awning light
and electric entry step

SERIE 8F

Bathroom
Glossy white cupboard door
Thermoformed rectangular basin with
brass mixer tap and ceramic cartridge
Shower column with slate grey Plexiglas
finish and customisable backlighting
Concealing skylight with flyscreen
Chrome finish bathroom accessories
Clothes drying rack
New toilet
Quick-clean thermoformed toilet
cassette compartment

Cab fittings
AGUTI swivel cab seats in fabric
matching the living area
Jack-assisted foldaway cab bed
with slat base and BULTEX® foam
mattress
Cup holders
Driver’s door with electric window
Black Piano dashboard finish
Chrome-ringed instruments

SERIE 80dF

Style
Modern interior design
Exclusive DUNA furniture:
- New sleek look
- White gloss overhead cupboard doors
- Horizontal timber lines for a more
contemporary touch
- Sophisticated style with
contrast interplays
- New moulding underneath overhead
cupboards
- Indirect backlighting
- Push lock system
Cab bed bottom with stitched TEP*
design and LED lights
Cab bed skirt with embroidered
RAPIDO pattern
100% LED ambient lighting in living
room, kitchen and bedroom
Living room and bedroom indirect
lighting dimmer
New laminate surface on kitchen
worktop and living room table

Living area fittings
LITHIUM - SUPER B READY
in-house battery wiring
Living area door flyscreen

Kitchen

SERIE DISTINCTION

Kitchen drawers with glossy white,
rounded fronts
Kitchen with soft-closing
and central locking drawers
Worktop extension
Suspended backlit kitchen
window finish
Lighting under the worktop
Large 149 litre AES fridge
Stainless steel stove top with 2 burners,
black independent covers and piezo
ignition (option 3 burners)
Rectangular stainless steel sink
Chromed brass kitchen tap with
ceramic cartridge
Backlit spice rack
Backlit kitchen roll holder

M PACK (option)
For even more fittings:
Leather steering wheel and gear knob
(only leather steering wheel
for automatic gearboxes)
Fold-down lids on central and side
coin trays
Electric parking brake
Fog lights
Automatic headlights
Stability system in the event of cross
winds

Keyless start
Fuel filter and water separator
Driver’s door with 2-point locking
Stylish extractor hood with touch
control façade
Thermal sliding, dual-pleat
windscreen blind: up/down
(sunshade) and down/up
(privacy screen)

SERIE M

MERCEDES MBUX 10.25” multimedia
system with GPS navigation
and DAB technology
Height- and angle-adjustable
multi-function steering wheel
Reversing camera with control screen
built into the dashboard
Semi-automatic TEMPMATIC cab air
conditioning
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A-class models with MERCEDES AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

M96
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M96

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

SERIE 80dF

M96
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SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F

A-class models with MERCEDES AL-KO chassis, extra-wide rear track and storage double floor

M66
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M66

SERIE M

SERIE DISTINCTION

M66
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SERIE 80dF

SERIE 8F

SERIE 6F
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Standard
ﬁttings
The standard ﬁttings provided in RAPIDO
vehicles are remarkably extensive.
The level offered is without doubt the best
available on the market in each class.
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New base vehicle features
New Euro 6d-temp
engines

Next generation
engine

AdBlue®
tank

Most recent European standard that sets the
maximum emissions levels for motor vehicles.
A cleaner vehicle guaranteed.

Thanks to the new FIAT engine range, you
can enjoy enhanced engine performance
along with lower fuel consumption and CO2
emissions.
3 engines available in 2.3 litre size: 140 hp,
160 hp and 180 hp.

The new Euro 6d-temp diesel engines help
minimise nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions by
using AdBlue®. This technology meets diesel
engine emission standards while maintaining
fuel, driving, torque and power levels.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

2,3 L - 140 ch

6F, 8F, 80dF, i66, i86, i96

2,3 L - 160 ch

i165, i190, i1066, i1090

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

6F, 8F, 80dF, i66, i86, i96
2,3 L - 180 ch

New automotive-style 9 speed
automatic gearbox
A new, fully automatic transmission replaces
the current robotic gearbox. This results in
better torque use and greater driving comfort
with its 9 speeds.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

New
ECO PACK
Stop & Start: when you stop at the lights
or in traffic, the engine stops, saving
unnecessary fuel consumption,
and starts again when you release the brake
or clutch pedal.
Smart alternator with 200 amp power
and smart regulation to avoid unnecessary
fuel consumption.
Electronically-controlled fuel pump to save
energy.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION
(requires 16” light alloy rims and ECO PACK)

i165, i190, i1066, i1090
6F, 8F, 80dF, i66, i86 and i96
(standard for 160 hp and 180 hp)

Standard

90

Option

Pack

TPMS:
Automatic tyre pressure
monitoring system
Monitoring your tyre pressure gives you
greater safety and reduces consumption and
emissions. The TPMS constantly monitors
the tyre pressure through four sensors and
immediately notifies you on the dashboard
screen of any drop in pressure.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

ESC with ASR (traction control), ROM (roll over mitigation)
and hill start assistance (Hill Holder)
This new ESC ensures a quick system response and improves vehicle safety.

ESC

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

Anti Slip Regulation (ASR)

Roll Over Mitigation (ROM)

Traction+ with Hill Descent
Control

SAFETY PACK

Avoids wheel spin when the vehicle starts
moving.

Traction+ which, on mud, snow, sand and
grass, removes drive from the sliding wheel
and redistributes it to one with better grip.

Reduces roll over, meaning the lateral tilt of
the motorhome in relation to the road, even
on corners.

Hill start assistance (Hill Holder)

Applies the brake when performing a hill start,
preventing the vehicle from rolling backwards
without needing to use the hand brake.

Providing great driving assistance, the SAFETY PACK includes:

Emergency braking system

Detects obstacles in front of the vehicle, alerts the driver
and triggers autonomous emergency braking.

Centre line crossing alert

Determines when the motorhome is leaving its lane
and issues an audio and visual warning.

Smart headlights

Hill Descent Control helps maintain the
desired speed while descending without
having to constantly use the brake.

Automatically recognises vehicles on the road to avoid
dazzling them with full headlights.

Road sign recognition system

Displays authorised speed limits and no-overtaking zones
on the dashboard screen.

Rain and light sensor

The rain sensor triggers the windscreen wipers and adjusts their speed.
The light sensor automatically activates dipped headlights.
6F, 8F
80dF, DISTINCTION

Standard

6F

Option

Pack
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Base vehicle & safety
Extra-wide rear track

100% LED front lights

Premium Air rear suspension

For better driving stability. Greater comfort
and safety.

Ultra reliable LED projectors (with flashing
modes and circular day running lights
on i10).

On AL-KO chassis. A true feeling
of comfort.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

i1066, i1090, M

80dF, DISTINCTION
On HEAVY chassis only.

LITHIUM
technology

AL-KO
chassis

Cruise control
with speed limiter

Enjoy greater autonomy
and rapid charging for
unrivalled freedom.

Provides great road handling and
unrivalled driving comfort Its design boosts
your safety thanks to its robust chassis
and independent suspension.

System that automatically maintains the
vehicle’s speed for greater driving comfort.

LITHIUM - SUPER B READY living-area
battery wiring

80dF, DISTINCTION, M

DISTINCTION, M
6F, 8F, 80dF

80dF, i66, i86, i96, i165, i190, M
90 Ah SUPER B EPSILON LITHIUM livingarea battery
i1066, i1090
i66, i86, i96, i165, i190, M

Airbags

Cab air conditioning

Protect you in head-on collisions and from
violently connecting with any internal fittings.

Cab air conditioning enables you to
concentrate on your driving, even in hot
weather.

Driver
Passenger

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

Manual

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

DISTINCTION, M

Semi-automatic

M

Automatic

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

Second 90 Ah SUPER B EPSILON LITHIUM
living-area battery (total capacity = 180 Ah)
DISTINCTION, M

6F, 8F, 80dF

Standard
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Option

Pack

Wing mirrors
Electric and de-icing.

Coach-style. Electric
and de-icing. White.

Coach-style. Electric, de-icing and dual-view.*
Two-tone colour.

8F and 80dF (dual-view*:

6F

i66, i86, i96, i165, i190, M

i1066, i1090

* Wide angle miror not electric.

option)

Height-adjustable
cab seats

Seatbelts
for rear passengers

Gas inverter
with anti-crash system

Adjust to your liking for greater driving
comfort.

Models with forward-facing seats are fitted
with rear seatbelts. All models are fitted with
at least four 3-point seatbelts
(cab seats included).

Lets you use gas while driving to heat the
living area or the water supply circuit.
In the event of an accident, it shuts off
the gas before the pipes or
appliances are damaged.

DISTINCTION, M

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

DISTINCTION, M

6F, 8F, 80dF

6F, 8F, 80dF

Rims**
The following alloy rims are available to customise the style of your vehicle’s exterior:
1 Light alloy 15” FIAT rims for LIGHT models (3.5 T or 3.65 T)
2 Light alloy 16” FIAT rims for LIGHT models (3.5 T or 3.65 T)
3 16” light alloy FIAT rims for HEAVY models (4.4 T)
4 15” and 16” light alloy SCORPION rims for LIGHT models (3.5 T or 3.65 T) / 16” for HEAVY (4.4 T or 4.5 T)
16” rims: +4.5cm vehicle height.
5 16” light alloy MERCEDES rims LIGHT models (3.5 T)
6 17” light alloy MERCEDES rims HEAVY models (4.2 T or 4.5 T)

1

2

696F

3

696F HEAVY version

6F, 8F

6F (except 656F),
8F (except 856F)

6F, 8F

Option

5

8066dF, 8096dF, i96
(15" LIGHT/16" HEAVY),
i1066, i1090 (16")

6

M

M

80dF, DISTINCTION

** Models may change during the collection.

Standard

4

Pack
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Life on board
IBS
(Intelligent Battery System)
Shows you the remaining in-house battery
time based on your current energy usage.

DISTINCTION

Better access to the service area.

80dF, DISTINCTION, M

Fresh water/
waste water system

‘Coming home’
mode

Similar materials to those used in your
house, which meet food quality standards
(polyethylene). Semi-rigid pipes with
rapid couplings and distribution manifold
centralisation. Waste water network: rigid pipes.

Automatic awning light triggered by central
unlocking.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

6F
With electric entry step
opening: 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION and M

Electric height-adjustable
central beds

Adjustable reclining
headboard on permanent bed

Electric
cab bed

Large
central bed

Choose options to suit your taste. For a large
storage area/garage with generous space.

You can comfortably sit up in bed while
reading or watching a film (electricallyadjusted for i1066 and i1090).

The cab bed is operated with
an electric motor to make life on board
easier.

XL mattress (150 x 194 cm) or XXL mattress
(160 x 196 cm/198 cm for i1090, M96)
for maximum comfort.

6F (except 656F), 8F (except 856F)

686F, 696F, 880F, 896F, 8086dF, 8096dF,

i165, i190, i1066, i1090

686F, 880F, 8086dF, i86

and 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

DISTINCTION, M96

i66, i86, i96

696F, 896F, 8096dF, i96, i190, i1090, M96

Retractable
central bed base

Twin bed
wardrobe

Memory foam
mattress topper

Living room table with
telescopic leg

Frees up room for easier movement around
the bed.

Adjustable footboard for easier wardrobe
access.

Memory foam mattress topper adds style,
protection and comfort. Moulds effectively
to your body when you sleep.

Transform your dining table into a bed for
an occasional berth.

686F, 696F, 880F, 896F, 8086dF, 8096dF,

666F, 855F, 866F, 8066dF, i66, M66

i86, i96, i190, M96

6F, 8F, 80dF, M
DISTINCTION

Without drop-down bed: 6F
With drop-down bed option: 665F
With cab bed: i165, i190, i1066 and i1090
Without cab bed option: 8F, 80dF,
i66, i86, i96, i165, i190

Cab blinds
Thermal flap blinds for cab doors and
runner blinds for windscreen.

6F

Dual-pleat sliding thermal windscreen
blinds: high/low (sunshade) and low/high
(privacy screen).
8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M
Electric: i1066 and i1090

Standard
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Option

Pack

Face-to-face living room
bench seats

Living room bench seat
armrests

Storage drawer under
dinette bench seat

Interior
carpet

Enjoy the comfort of a large, open living
room where you can host guests, with its
folding table as standard for easier
cab access.

Enjoy extra comfort during stopovers.
Face-to-face bench seats: 2 armrests.
L-shaped bench seat: 1 armrest.

Make the most of the storage in your living
room.

Light carpet for more brightness.

e-to-face
Fac

in g

l

iv

room seati

ng

656F, 666F, 686F, 696F, 856F, 866F, 883F,
896F, 80dF, i66, i86, i96, M

6F, 8F (except for 855F, 880F), 80dF,
DISTINCTION, M

i165, i190, i1066, i1090

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

Living area entry step
backlighting

Inbuilt cooker hood

Stove top with independent
covers and piezo ignition

Without cab bed

Extracts cooking odours and smoke for
greater comfort. LED lighting.

Customize the number of burners
according to your needs.

With telescopic living room table leg for
bed position.

DISTINCTION

6F, 8F, 80dF, M

Non-enclosed and with touch control front: M

2 burners

3 burners

Triggered when living area door opens.

8F, 80dF and DISTINCTION (except i1066 and i1090)

80dF, DISTINCTION (except i1066 and i1090) and M

2-burner glass stove top with piezo
ignition and 1 induction hob (1400W):
i1066, i1090.

Outside shower

Drainage solenoid valve

230 V power outlets

Take an outside shower (hot & cold water) in
the storage area and keep your motorhome
clean.

Press a button to open/close the valve and
drain waste water.

Bedroom: For a good night’s
sleep.

DISTINCTION

DISTINCTION

6F, 8F, 80dF, M

Fresh and waste water drainage with
electric valve: i1066 and i1090

DISTINCTION

Bathroom: For your comfort.

6F, 8F, 80dF,
DISTINCTION, M

Storage area: For recharging
devices.

6F, 8F, 80dF,
DISTINCTION, M

Large living area door
Wider opening makes it easier to step into
and out of the vehicle while ensuring the
front right living room remains a good size.

L: 540 mm

XL: 625 mm

Large living area door:
665F, 666F, 696F,
866F, 896F, 80dF
(except 8086dF),
i66, i96 and M

Standard

Option

XL living area door:
i165, i190, i1066 and
i1090

Pack
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Heating
Insulating cold-weather cab
cladding

Double
glazing

Windscreen
heating duct

This external thermal protection ensures
maximum protection both in summer and
winter. It combats heat transfer in the vehicle
as well as the formation of condensation on
the windscreen.

On the front side cab windows (except driver’s
door) to improve cab insulation.

TRUMA heating duct set into the bottom of the
windscreen. Extremely effective at handling this
cooler zone. Not compatible with the WEBASTO
cab heating option.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

i1066, i1090
8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION (except i1066 and i1090) and M

80dF (except 8065dF), i86, i96 and M

Heated floor

WEBASTO cab heating

TRUMA Combi 6 EH with iNet

Provides soft warmth underfoot and a feeling of
luxurious comfort.

Air heated by vehicle’s own fuel (diesel). Its
low consumption is particularly useful for long
periods of heating with the engine off (at night
and during long breaks) and its heat emission
from the moment the heating is switched on
quickly increases the temperature. This is an
optional extra with TRUMA and ALDE heating.

Provides increased heating capacity and saves
gas because it uses electric power when you are
plugged in to the grid. iNet feature included.

1
2

Electric composite film integrated
in the floor. Uses 230 V power supply.
Water-heated floor connected to the
ALDE heating system.

6F, 8F 1
8065dF, 8066dF, 8096dF, DISTINCTION
(except i86) and M 2

iNet
Option of remotely controlling your heating
system from your smartphone or tablet.

8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M

i86, i96
6F (except 665F), 8F, 80dF (except 8065dF) and M

ALDE heated
cab carpet*

Heating distributed
via the living room table leg

Complete the vehicle’s ALDE system with a
heated cab carpet (ALDE heating required). An
innovative system enabling the ALDE system
to be connected to the cab carpet. Heat is
distributed evenly, so no more cold spots!

Effectively completes the heating system by
distributing additional heat via the living room
table leg.
Not compatible with telescopic table leg.

* Not available for right hand drive.

665F, 8065dF, 8066dF, 8096dF,
DISTINCTION (except i86) and M

696F, 8066dF, 8096dF, DISTINCTION, M

Standard
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Option

Pack

8065dF, 8066dF, 8096dF, i66, i96, M

Audio and video
Reversing camera
Day and Night View - Heated - Adjustable

Camera connected to a screen
on the dashboard.

Cinema
pack

Radio remote control
from the bed

LED projector with large screen and electric
remote. LED ambient lights.
Paired with symphony audio pack.

Radio remote control by the bed
(on/off, volume and stations) for greater comfort.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M
Dual-view camera: i1066 and i1090

8094dF

DISTINCTION

Audio and video equipment: like being at the cinema!

Standard DVD/HDMI wiring*

KENWOOD® Multimedia Station: DVD, MP3, DIVX, USB and reversing camera
screen built into the dashboard with an HD LCD double DIN colour touch
screen. Watch a DVD, listen to the radio or enjoy your own playlist
from your iPod or MP3 using the USB connection.
It also displays the reversing camera’s view.

Some car audio systems can also play DVDs. That is why RAPIDO has added
an audio/video cable connecting the dashboard to the TV unit.
The HDMI connection means a second TV in the bedroom can also be
connected.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M
* Only on models with a second TV space in the bedroom.

KENWOOD® Garmin truck and motorhome GPS
navigation
Displays specially-designed itineraries to cater to the height, weight, length
and width of your vehicle. Simply enter your vehicle’s dimensions and let the
KENWOOD® GPS guide you.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION

Symphony audio pack*
This pack consists of:
1 subwoofer
2 speakers in the living room
2 speakers in the bedroom
The sound is harmoniously distributed throughout the living area and
provides excellent sound quality.

6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION, M
* Available only on factory order.

Standard

Option

Pack
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Choose your style,
Customise your RAPIDO
Cutomise your RAPIDO by choosing from our range of furniture and upholstery styles.
Combine our looks to create a RAPIDO that suits you!

Furniture

◗ CASTELLO
6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION
Modern colour with glossy finish.

◗ ELEGANCE
6F, 8F, 80dF, DISTINCTION
Warm and sophisticated, with solid maple.

◗ DUNA
M
Modern and warm, with white gloss
overhead cupboard doors.

◗ SERIE DISTINCTION
Whichever style you choose, our DISTINCTION
Series delivers designer, modern furniture.

CASTELLO FURNITURE
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ELEGANCE FURNITURE

Upholstery
w FABRIC UPHOLSTERY

w LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

2020
NEW

w TEP* FABRIC UPHOLSTERY

2020
NEW
* TEP: Polyamide-coated fabric.

CUSHIONS TO MATCH
YOUR FABRIC STYLE
A set of three cushions with individual patterns are
great additions to your upholstery. They beautifully
match your upholstery and enhance your interior.

SERIE
6F

SERIE
8F

SERIE
80dF

SERIE
DISTINCTION

SERIE
M

-

-

Denver
Détroit
Manchester
Montréal
Murano

-

Orlando
Paris

696F

-

8066dF, 8096dF

-

i96, i1066, i1090

-

Austin
Riga
Available as standard

Available at additional cost

- Not available
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2020

With RAPIDO make sure you won’t miss a thing
Especially for our customers in UK, Ireland and New Zealand
we have created the most comprehensive equipment level ever,
and combined it all into a new “Right Hand Drive special” pack*.
It contains options improving your driving safety, as well as a great
number of elements enhancing design and everyday comfort – we
want to make sure that you really feel at home in your Rapido!

RAPIDO motorhomes of the 2020 collection based
on RHD chassis come with particularly complete
equipment, including (depending on the model)*:

Rapido 2020
mer skandinavisk enn aldri før

Want to share your favourite
RAPIDO moments?

* See details per model in the technical guide. All mentioned options are included
in the vehicle price for Right Hand Drive models. The weight of these options
is detailled in the technical specifications, and not included in the GVW – it therefore
must be deducted from the payload.

It’s free to join the
RAPIDO Group Club!
www.clubgrouperapido.com
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Some models presented in this catalogue may be shown with optional equipment. Non-contractual photos: stylistic elements, décor and accessories not included. Since part of RAPIDO
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Your dealer will be happy to give you any further information you may require.

FRENCH CHARM & EXPERTISE

COMFORT
Carpet kit (cab and living area)
Oven
Truma Combi 6EH with CP PLUS (except ALDE)
Folding table
3 burner kitchen hob (except i10)
2nd living area battery
Heated waste water tank
Outside shower warm/cold water
Rear steadies

RAPIDO 2020

DESIGN
Leather steering wheel and gear knob
Chromed instruments
Black Piano dashboard cladding

RCS Laval 440 234 599 - Ph. : J. Gonzalez, P. Rebmann, Istock, Getty images - Stylisme : E. Berger - Édition 09/2019 (GB)

Printed in Mayenne

SAFETY
Traction+ with Hill Descent Control (FIAT)
Fog lights
Radio control on steering wheel
Outside rear mirrors with double view
(wide angle) (A-CLASS)

